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You. Are. Not. Alone. Those are the four most powerful
words we can offer someone else. We need each other, but
sometimes we’re not quite sure how to reach out. If you
need inspiration to be intentional about doing life with
others, this book is for you. Read it. Live it. Enjoy it!
Jill Savage, author of Better Together: Because You’re Not
Meant to Mom Alone
This gift of a book surprised me with several unexpected
forms of hospitality. In expanding my view of what it means
to gather, Kristin has nourished my own heart while
encouraging me to keep what matters most in my changing
season as I forego what doesn’t. Linger in this book’s stories
and be encouraged in your own story as you see God’s story
throughout.
Kristen Strong, author of Girl Meets Change and Back
Roads to Belonging
Kristin invites us into a delightful conversation on the beauty
and necessity of hospitality today. She shares stories that
remind us hospitality is less about presentation and more
about a simple, purposeful invitation into each other’s lives.
After reading this book, you’ll want to be more intentional
about finding opportunities to practice hospitality right
where you are.
Erin Port, creator of simplepurposefulliving.com
While I love inviting people into my home, my tendencies
toward perfectionism and performance often derail my best
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intentions. What begins as a way to connect with or
encourage others turns into a sweaty, stress-fest as I worry
more about providing fancy food or shiny clean sinks than I
do about offering hugs and authentic friendship. In Bringing
Home More Than Groceries, Kristin shares her stories—and her
friends’ stories—of hospitality and the way it can enrich our
lives and even grow our faith when we remember why it is
we gather in the first place. These stories make me even
more determined to step away from Pinterest and step into
true hospitality with my people.
Mary Carver, host of The Couch Podcast and author of
Women of Courage: A 40-Day Devotional
Having been the fortunate recipient of Kristin’s hospitality, I
can say it is generous, uncomplicated, and seems both easy
and natural. She’s the exact person from whom I want to
read a book on hospitality. And this one surely does not
disappoint.
Amanda Conquers, writer at amandaconquers.com
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To my mom, Cathy Hill, for teaching me the value in feeding people and
welcoming them. She always let my friends come over and had plenty of KoolAid and Little Debbie snacks to share with them. Now my kids get the blessing
of her and her gifts in their lives too.
To my mother-in-law, Peggy Taylor, for welcoming me into the Taylor family
long before she really knew me. Now decades later, she still always welcomes me.
She’s one of my biggest cheerleaders and I’ve learned so much about loving people
from her.
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I used to be so shy I would avoid people I knew if I saw them from a
distance in the grocery store. My mom explained to me more than
once that I came across rude, but mustering the courage to make
small talk seemed so scary.
Then I grew up and decided to study journalism in college.
Having a bachelor’s degree from Murray State University in
Murray, Ky., a place I now call home, didn’t make me a journalist,
but it helped. After a couple short-term jobs, I settled in the news‐
room at the Murray Ledger & Times, regularly asking a bunch of ques‐
tions of university presidents, state senators, city councilmen, judges,
policemen and -women, and people who turned out to be neighbors
with whom I’d now make small talk when I saw them while I
grocery shopped in Kroger.
Turns out I wasn’t shy anymore.
Then I became a mom. Just four-and-a-half months into moth‐
erhood, I made the decision to stay at home with my daughter,
leaving a career I thought I would juggle with my new role. I didn’t
stop writing or asking questions, though. Now I write in the cracks
of my day, jotting down notes in my phone. I ask questions as I
mother and while I catch up with friends over lunch. Each trip
through the aisles of the grocery store inspired me. Each time we
invited people over for dinner around our table taught me some‐
thing about myself and my community. Each time someone invites
me into their house, I know a deeper belonging.
Now, the mother of three children—Cate, Ben, and Rachel—
who you’ll learn much about in the coming pages, I have learned
life is best shared. Togetherness often involves preparing so we can
share a meal and linger on the porch, having a freezer full of Popsi‐
cles and ice cream sandwiches to treat my pool guests, and
accepting invitations into others’ lives.
Come with me, into the aisles of Kroger—the chain grocery
store in La Grange, Ky., where my mom took me as a child that also
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has a similar store in Murray, Ky., where I now go at least once a
week. And even if you aren’t familiar with Kroger, come along,
thinking of the Publix, Target, or Walmart that you know so well.
Come with me, into my kitchen, which is always open and serves
as a gathering place for my people—the ones who live here and the
ones who don’t. I’ll tell you to help yourself to a drink from our
extra fridge in the laundry room or let you make your own coffee.
Come with me, onto my porch. This is my favorite place to host
and linger and live. You can see your kids jumping on the trampo‐
line or swimming in the pool from here. There are lights if we want
to stay out past dark. The best days are when my family can eat
three meals and countless snacks all in one day out there. Yes, it’s
easier to clean up the porch, but it’s also freer living for my soul.
You’ll meet some of my dearest friends along the way as I share
real-life stories and what I’ve learned from doing life together. Plus,
at the end of each chapter, you’ll meet a friend who has a story of
her own to share. These stories come from real-life friends. We’ve
shared meals and so many moments. I couldn’t imagine a hospitality
book without other voices because of the simplest lesson of all:
We’re better together.
When I grocery shop, I bring home more than bags of cheese,
fruit, eggs, milk, and ice cream. Along with the bags, my heart also
is filled life lessons, preparations for meals that create bonds that
truly sustain me, and glimpses of my children as they become who
they’re created to be.
Sometimes hospitality is flinging the doors to your home and life
wide open for others to enter. Other times it means accepting invita‐
tions elsewhere because God has something for you there. Like
everything in life, hospitality has seasons. What we do, what we eat,
what’s on sale at the grocery, where we go, who comes with us all
vary depending on circumstances and seasons—and through it all
hospitality is love in action.
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Seasons changed, and we changed with them. Every day
became its own kind of spring, good things growing from
low places, belonging to everyone, teaching us to stick our
necks out, take a risk, and bloom in spite of struggle.
Shannan Martin in Ministry of Ordinary Places
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My mom usually let us get a candy bar at Kroger’s check-out aisle.
These candy bars were threatened if we didn’t behave ourselves as
she weaved the cart through the aisles.
I had no idea at the time, but I now understand that hauling
three kids who were born within four-and-a-half years to the
grocery after school or on the weekend was a big deal. She worked
full time teaching fifth-graders about the Revolutionary War and
other subjects, provided taxi service to all our activities in a maroon
Ford Escort and then later a red Ford Aerostar minivan, and never
let us go hungry or without whatever else we desired. I seriously
don’t remember my mom complaining—about grocery shopping
with kids in tow, about us inviting our friends over and then offering
them Fritos and Kool-Aid, or about us adding another thing to the
calendar. As a mom now, I know she must have been tired—and I
don’t even have a full-time job outside of the house.
My mom would still do anything for us—me, my sister, my
brother, our spouses, and the eight grandchildren. Of course, now
she likes to give the grandkids candy bars or whatever else she finds
at Sam’s that makes her think of them.
Truthfully, even as a kid, I didn’t mind going to the grocery.
What I did mind was running into people I knew. My shy person‐
ality prompted me to play a hide-and-seek game only I knew I was
playing, ducking in the next aisle when I saw someone I knew. It’s
not because I didn’t like them, but I worried that they wouldn’t
recognize me or notice me and I’d have to strike up an awkward
conversation.
My mom will tell you stories about me hanging onto her leg—
literally—like I thought she could shield me from the world. I really
did think she would and could and should protect me. I don’t really
know when I grew out of the shyness, but it was one step at a time,
beginning as I found my voice through writing in high school and
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college. Regardless, I’m thankful I don’t usually want to cling to my
mom’s leg now that I’m a grown-up girl with kids of my own.
Even so, the people who knew me when I probably tried to hide
from them haven’t forgotten. When I was 28 years old, some friends
threw me a baby shower in honor of my newborn daughter Cate.
My friends and relatives took turns sharing a memory. This kind of
thing still makes me nervous. Maybe that’s just the shyness slipping
back into existence. When it was my mom’s turn at this baby
shower, she reminisced about my shy days. I think she still likes to
talk about it, but that’s okay because she always eventually gets
around to how I’ve grown up and grown out of that tendency.
“Kristin was so shy as a kid. She didn’t speak to people and
hung on my leg. But then she grew up and become a journalist. Can
you believe she called people who didn’t want to talk to her?”
Indeed, I’m not shy anymore. At least not like that little-girl shy.
I’d still rather text than make a phone call. I’m raising a girl who is
so much like me, but I’m thankful she’s not as shy as me. When Cate
was just learning to talk, she would talk to anyone, including
strangers at the grocery store. Now that she’s entering her teenage
years, she’s a little more selective with whom she strikes up in
conversation, but once she gets going, her words come fast, blend
together, and contain so many details. Sometimes I have to ask her
to slow down so I can understand her.
The moral of the story is sometimes people will surprise you.
My mom finds joy in me gaining enough confidence to move
beyond her leg and be the reporter on the other end of the phone.
So journalist-turned-momma it is.
These days I squeeze in trips to the grocery between other
errands, stock up on snacks for my kids’ friends, and drive my own
momma taxi service. I’ve also taught my kids their role in this whole
grocery shopping scenario. Even if I pick up groceries while they’re
at school, it’s usually their job to haul in all the sacks. Hey, it’s just
tradition around here.
Mom and I had a routine once we got home from the grocery.
I’d carry some bags in and then start putting the groceries away as
Mom continued to carry in the bags and recruited my younger
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brother and sister to help. I’d organize boxes on their proper shelves,
stack frozen items in just a way that everything would fit, and put
the Kool-Aid packets in the canister next to the sugar and flour
(What? Not everyone had a canister for sugary drink mixes?). I still
want everything in the pantry and fridge where it belongs, so I let
my kids carry in the bags while I put away all the items.
Mom frequently went grocery shopping, probably in part
because of all the people she let me invite over. We lived in a horse‐
shoe-shaped neighborhood where, during some of my favorite years,
one best friend lived diagonally behind me and my other best friend
lived right next door facing the same cul-de-sac as our house. One
winter Elizabeth and I killed a path of grass through the neighbor’s
yard that separated our two houses. Of course, we didn’t realize it
until the spring when most of the grass sprouted green. Katie and I
knew how many steps it was from her bedroom door to mine. We
played flashlight tag with the boys who hung out at Rob’s house on
the other side of the horseshoe. And, of course, my mom would
have a pantry of snacks available to whoever ended up in our
kitchen.
On Schureck Court in Buckner, Kentucky, is where I learned
about hospitality—although it would be many years before I learned
this term and realized not everyone embraces it. It’s just the life I
knew, thanks to my mom. In so many ways, my husband’s childhood
was different than mine, but being the house where friends gathered
happened for him too. So that’s the life we continue to live, starting
with our immediate family of five and circling outward as we
connect with others.
Some things never change as we grow up and settle into our
own lives. I’m thankful I don’t usually play secret games of hideand-seek, but I do hope I’m raising kids who will always want to
help carry the load—whether that’s canned goods or whatever else
life throws our way. I may even get them a candy bar next time
we’re at Kroger.
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It happened when I was twenty-three years old. Maybe it had been
creeping up on me since childhood when I found an unhealthy
amount of pride in organizing stuffed animals on my bed, but this
was the moment that it really stuck. The moment that I heard the
lie: Hospitality is equivalent to perfection.
Married for a little over a week, my new husband and I hitched
up a U-Haul trailer behind his 1994 Honda station wagon, said
goodbye to friends and family, and drove the 1,000-plus miles to
New England to start our life together. We spent hours cleaning,
organizing, hanging pictures, and scooting our particleboard furni‐
ture around to make the most out of a 500-square-foot brownstone
apartment, which was situated between Fenway Park and Boston
University, where Brad was starting on his master’s degree in trom‐
bone. Our first guests walked through the door into our very small
space, and while I don’t remember the words verbatim, I’m certain
it was something innocuous and obligatory like, “How cute!”
That’s all it took. That was the moment. I was plummeted
into the depths of idolizing domestic excellence and mistaking
that for true, warm hospitality. No matter where we lived, it was
the same. Parents coming over for dinner? Friends visiting from
out of town? Potential UPS delivery where the guy might see into
the foyer through my front door? It had to have been incredible to
watch, honestly. I would instantly break out into a panicked sweat
and begin the fevered routine: “Dust. Vacuum. Mop. Straighten
up books on the bookshelves. Wipe down kitchen. Wash (or hide)
dirty dishes. Take out the trash. Clean the bathrooms. Scrub
things that literally no one will see. Make beds. Fluff pillows.
Light candles. Throw everything that doesn’t have a precise place
into a basket and shove the basket into a corner. Fold a cute
blanket and place it perfectly over the couch, like I casually tossed
it there. Sweep the porch. Should I run to Kroger to get bananas
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to put in the wooden fruit bowl? Oh, no. Where is my wooden
fruit bowl?!”
It was great fun, obviously. Not exhausting whatsoever. And in
those first years of married life, I had so many gentle opportunities
from God to see the truth of hospitality—having a dog meant fur on
everything, working full-time meant less time to fixate on the details,
owning a home meant more space to manage, having a baby meant
things were going to be out of place, having another baby meant
EVERYTHING was going to be out of place. But still I tried. I
labored over things that weren’t bringing our friends and family
comfort when they were with me. If anything, I’m sure they could
sense my stress and wondered why I was throwing coasters at them
for their drinks instead of just curling up and spending time with
them. I had moments of clarity, of course, but no lasting peace in
this area of my life. I was unable to navigate the waters of hospi‐
tality without feeling like I was drowning.
Then when I was thirty-one, a surprising life-preserver was
tossed to me in the form of Brad’s new job. He landed the position
at the University of Kentucky as the professor of trombone. This
meant college students. Lots and lots of college students. Do you
know what college students don’t care about? A messy house. Do
you know what they do care about? A fridge they can open to find
their favorite sodas. A pantry they know is always stocked with
snacks. Dogs that cuddle up next to them on a comfortable couch.
Invitations to play LEGOs with two elementary school boys who
hang on every word and think every joke is funny. A big hug when
they walk in, and a safe place they can rest and forget about exams,
recitals, concerts, and college drama for a couple of hours. I
suddenly found myself living in a home that could be invaded by
hordes of almost-adults at a moment’s notice. Almost-adults who I
love with all my heart. Some of these are now full-grown adults and
dear friends who know they don’t have to call before they drop by
for a visit.
God healed my heart and adjusted my motives in the sweetest
way through Brad’s college students, and that’s when my under‐
standing of hospitality finally began. I no longer believe a house that
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looks perfect means that it’s full of love. Quite the opposite now.
And my routine when I know someone is going to drop by? I just
open the door.

Katie Kerns is a wife, mom of two boys, and teacher. She loves God, her
family and friends, iced coffee, singing Disney songs, petting dogs, and hugging.
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Kristin Hill Taylor believes in
seeking God as the author of every
story and loves swapping these
stories with friends on her porch.
She lives in Murray, Kentucky, with
her husband and three kids.
With her family of mostly extro‐
verts, she can often be found hosting
people at her house in the country,
watching sporting events or having
game nights with friends, or answering her kids’ questions about
whether anyone is coming over for dinner.
Her first self-published book Peace in the Process: How Adoption Built
My Faith & My Family is the story of God's faithfulness through a
season of infertility, three adoption processes, and the days since.
Through it all, Taylor learned God hears the desires of our hearts,
wants us to live in community, and uses all of our circumstances for
our good and His glory. The book includes contributions from other
adoptive moms, her children’s birth moms, and resources for fami‐
lies who want to grow through adoption and the people who
support them.
She has a bachelor’s degree in print journalism from Murray
State University and worked in various newsrooms before she
became a stay-at-home mom. Join her at her virtual porch at
kristinhilltaylor.com.
facebook.com/khtwriter
twitter.com/kristinhtaylor
instagram.com/kristinhtaylor
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PEACE IN THE PROCESS
Peace in the Process: How Adoption Built My Faith & My Family is the story of
God’s faithfulness through a season of infertility, three adoption processes,
and the days since. Through it all, Kristin Hill Taylor learned God hears
the desires of our hearts, wants us to live in community, and uses all of our
circumstances for our good and His glory.
This book includes contributions from other adoptive moms, the Taylor
children’s birth moms, and resources for families who want to grow
through adoption and the people who support them.
Learn more about the book, read a sample chapter, listen to a playlist, and
download adoption resources at kristinhilltaylor.com/peace-in-the-process.
The book also is available at Amazon.

